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This Article aims to overview procedural grounds in the Lithuanian criminal justice system that relate to the concepts of simplified and negotiated justice, in particular to the concept of plea bargaining. Specifically, the research seeks to examine the procedures of simplified examination of evidence in court, accelerated proceedings and the procedure of penal order as foreseen in the Code of Criminal Procedure of the Republic of Lithuania (hereinafter referred to as the CCP). This research aims to highlight similarities between the aforementioned procedures and the concept of plea bargaining.

Introduction

Due to the fact that plea bargaining makes prosecution easier and significantly shortens the length of procedures, thus reducing the workload for criminal justice authorities, plea bargaining has been a rapidly proliferating procedure in the context of European criminal law. For example, in Germany the practice of plea bargaining was officially accepted in the 1980s; in Italy – in the late 1980s; in France – in the late 1990s; in Poland – in 1998; in Estonia – in 2011, etc.¹ Over fifteen European criminal procedures have already adopted this legal mechanism. The Lithuanian criminal justice system, despite constantly searching for efficiency of the criminal procedure and as well as possible ways to optimize it, does not have analogues to a pure model of plea bargaining².

² Some efforts have been put to incorporate plea bargaining in Lithuanian legal system. In 2010, the Prosecutor General’s Office of the Republic of Lithuania presented the project of plea bargaining. According to the Lithuanian scholars, this draft honored some but not all principles of non-adversarial criminal justice system prevailing in Lithuanian criminal legal system. The project was also strongly influenced by the Anglo-American plea bargaining model and carried many features of it, e. g. settlement would be done regarding what charges would be brought against the defendant, the amount of damage and sentence. This draft law has not been enacted, as well as the concept of plea bargaining has not yet been entrenched into Lithuanian criminal justice system. See, e.g.: JANUŠAITYTE, G. Derybų dėl kaltės instituto egzista- vimo prielaidos Lietuvos Respublikos baudžiamajame procese. Teisės apžvalga, nr. 1(13), 2016; Aiškinamasis raštas dėl Lietuvos Respublikos baudžiamojo proceso kodekso 3, 9, 18, 22, 28, 51, 62, 63, 64, 110, 147, 151, 154, 155, 158,
In this article the greatest concern will be devoted to the concepts of simplified examination of evidence in court, accelerated proceedings and penal order in the Lithuanian criminal justice system. Arguably, the values supported by regulations of these procedures are ones that are for the most part aligned with the values of plea bargaining. Therefore, the main tasks of this article are to present the core features of plea bargaining mechanism and provide a structured analysis of the above mentioned procedures. The purpose of this article is to define and emphasize any possible similarities between these simplified forms and the concept of plea bargaining. It will be argued that even in the absence of a pure form of plea bargaining, the Lithuanian criminal justice system can be – and is – characterized by strict characteristics of negotiated justice, and plea bargaining in particular.

I will employ a qualitative research approach, with several dominant methods, i.e. inductive and analytic methods of reasoning, and criminological comparative method.

This legal field has been partially examined by Gintaras Goda, Gintarė Janušaitytė, Ramūnas Jurgaitis, and Rima Ažubalytė, however, the particular topic this article will focus on has not been thoroughly discussed. Hopefully, the article will stimulate further discussions about whether Lithuania is indeed a country without a plea bargaining institute, simply because plea bargaining law has never been enacted and has never become a legal tool of the Lithuanian criminal procedure.

1. Up-to-date perception of plea bargaining

Due to the spread of the concept of plea bargaining outside the common law tradition, this concept has been exposed to different sets of non-adversarial principles, legal cultural backgrounds, and creativeness of legislators. The market for plea bargaining is highly adaptive. There can be and there are many innovations in plea agreements. Because of the globalisation process across the world we can no longer regard the criminal procedure code as we did before and claim that a certain criminal justice system does not have a plea bargaining concept simply because there is no chapter or article named after this concept.

There is considerable variation in languages used to define the non-trial adjudication of criminal charges against defendants.

In the narrowest sense of plea bargaining a definition of this concept is strongly transfused with the spirit of Anglo-American legal tradition. Plea bargaining, in its traditional sense, takes the form of an agreement between the prosecution and defense upon which the defendant admits their guilt in return for a reduction in their charge or sentence. Hence, for some plea bargaining occurs only if there is considerable give and take between prosecutors and defense lawyers over what charges are appropriate or the sentences defendants should be assigned if they are willing to admit their guilt. Accordingly, no court involvement, or inactive and only formal role of the court defines the procedure of plea bargaining in most cases by this understanding.

In the broad sense of plea bargaining, anything short of full trial adjudication is seen as plea bargaining, even if there are little actual negotiations between the interested parties\textsuperscript{7}. Despite the flexibility of the concept, even the latter approach to this concept rests on core and indispensable characteristics of the contemporary notion of plea bargaining. Proceedings of plea bargaining have several features in common.

The main goal that negotiated justice and plea bargaining serves is, first and foremost, efficiency in solving criminal cases\textsuperscript{8}. However, this does not come without a cost. Where plea bargaining occurs, the doctrine of criminal waiver is present. This means that by pleading guilty the defendant must usually abandon a series of fundamental rights in return for a more lenient sentence, such as the right to a full trial, the right to have case evidence examined in a trial, the right to appeal, etc.\textsuperscript{9}

To be perceived as an active participant in waiving rights and making decisions that will affect the defendant’s criminal liability, a voluntary and informed consent of the defendant is necessary for participation in the procedure of plea bargaining\textsuperscript{10}. Since this type of case-ending decision is based on a sort of agreement between the parties, usually no examination of evidence takes place\textsuperscript{11}. As a reward for that, the defendant is entitled to sentence or charge discounts\textsuperscript{12}.

Additionally, no court or judge is involved in this form of negotiated justice. The prosecutor is the one who is authorized to offer sentence discounts to the accused person, as well as being the legal official responsible for the process of adjudication\textsuperscript{13}.

It follows that plea bargaining is a special type of mechanism of negotiated justice that serves the purpose of simplifying criminal proceedings, i.e. save time and resources of state officials. Arguably, procedures that possess the above discussed features (in one way or another) could be or are entitled to be considered as derivatives of plea bargaining, if plea bargaining is understood in the broad sense.

\section*{2. Forms of simplified procedures in the Lithuanian criminal justice system}

Because of the necessity to cope with an overload of cases, one of the more important characteristics of the modern criminal procedure legislation is the simultaneous existence of a single general, ordinary form of criminal proceedings prescribed as a rule, and the increasingly used simplified (less complex) forms of proceedings in criminal matters\textsuperscript{14}. As it will be discussed, the Lithuanian criminal justice system is not an exception either.

Article 2 of the CCP provides for the prosecutor’s and pre-trial investigation officer’s responsibility to conduct the investigation and disclose criminal offences within the shortest terms possible\textsuperscript{15}. Taking this further, the Constitutional Court of the Republic of Lithuania (hereinafter referred to as
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the Court) has noticed the need to guarantee efficiency in the Lithuanian criminal procedure as well. It argued that the general model of criminal procedure prevailing in the Lithuanian legal system might have exceptions, because it is being optimized16.

Based on an analysis of Lithuanian criminal procedure law, it can be argued that at least several currently applicable alternative legal mechanisms serve the purpose of efficiency in criminal procedure. Partially, this is one of the reasons why Lithuanian scholars almost unanimously agree that plea bargaining is a redundant option in the context of Lithuanian criminal justice17. Moreover, due to the existence of several simplified procedures, adoption of plea bargaining carries a risk of provoking competition between several potentially similar legal norms18.

In agreement with Gintaras Goda (2012), forms of simplified procedures in the Lithuanian criminal justice system that are alternatives to the traditional criminal procedure, are as follows: accelerated proceedings, penal order, termination of the process due to release from criminal liability, and simplified examination of the evidence in the court19. Similarly as Gintaras Goda (2012), Rima Ažubalytė (2014) claims that existing criminal legal norms already partially legalize negotiation among the defendant and the state. The author, however, focuses mostly on such grounds as termination of criminal case due to important testimony given by defendant, as well as different grounds for a release from criminal liability, for example in cases when a person reports a crime which has been committed, when a person confesses, etc.20

Arguably, the termination of the process due to release from criminal liability plays an important role in contributing to the efficiency of criminal procedure, however, it occurs on completely different grounds than plea bargaining21. The defendant unconditionally gains benefit from the termination of the process due to release from criminal liability since he is brought to status quo. Since in this sce-

---


19 Ten pat, p. 448–449.

20 AŽUBALYTE, R. Baudžiamojo proceso raidos tendencijos <...> p. 238–239.

21 The grounds for the release from criminal liability are foreseen in Section VI of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Lithuania. Articles 36–40 foresee grounds for release from criminal liability such as: Release from Criminal Liability when a Person or Criminal Act Loses Its Dangerousness, Release from Criminal Liability due to Minor Relevance of a Crime, Release from Criminal Liability upon Reconciliation between the Offender and the Victim, Release from Criminal Liability on the Basis of Mitigating Circumstances, Release from Criminal Liability When a Person Actively Assisted in Detecting the Criminal Acts Committed by Members of an Organized Group or a Criminal Association, Release from Criminal Liability on Bail.
nario the defendant is not convicted at all, no waivers of rights can be discussed here. Nonetheless, this procedural option – not unlike the mechanism of plea bargaining – may raise the question of fairness of criminal procedure, since the goal of finding material truth is hardly accomplished.

However, because of the scope limitations of this article, further analysis will mainly focus on simplified examination of evidence in the court, accelerated proceedings, and penal order procedures.

2.1. Simplified examination of evidence in court

The simplified examination of evidence in court is regulated by Articles 273, 290, 291 of the CCP. Arguably, the application of this procedural tool is very broad in the Lithuanian legal system. According to Article 273 of the CCP, this procedure is allowed in all criminal cases except where the charges against the defendant are brought for committing a grave crime. When the prosecutor completes a pre-trial investigation, he prepares the case dossier, i.e. a Bill of Indictment that concludes the first stage of the criminal procedure, and the case is then referred to the judge\(^{22}\).

Several conditions need to be met in order to exploit this procedural option.

Similarly to the cases where plea bargaining occurs, the defendant must confess to committing the crime he has been charged with. After the judge reads the Bill of Indictment in the court hearing, the defendant must be willing to testify immediately, as well as to express his wish that the rest of the evidence should not be examined in the court. In this case and accordingly with the provisions of Articles 290 and 291 of the CCP, the judge names and announces the evidence without thorough examination and later on imposes the punishment. The prosecutor’s consent is necessary to pursue this procedure as well\(^{23}\). Hence, similarly to the plea bargaining procedure, the cooperation between the main parties to the proceedings is a necessary step in order to shorten the court proceedings. Hence, the dispositive element of agreement and understanding replaces the imperative one.

In both simplified examination of evidence and plea bargaining, the material truth finding doctrine is challenged severely. Determination of material truth in a criminal case inevitably requires judge examining the evidence and finding out the facts and not simply announcing them\(^{24}\). Only facts presented and examined at the time of the trial can contribute to the efforts of determining the “truth”\(^{25}\). For the court to passively accept the parties’ proposition as to the outcome of the criminal process means to abdicate the inquisitorial court’s prime mission to independently establish the factual grounds of the verdict. As plea bargaining becomes an accepted means of resolving criminal cases, the party-determined version of “procedural truth” prevails\(^{26}\).

It is interesting to note that all this criticism regarding the disclosure of truth - usually pointed towards plea bargaining - is equally relevant where the simplified examination of evidence occurs. The aim to determine the truth in a criminal case is very often replaced with a prompt criminal procedure where simplified examination of evidence is applied. Arguably, the right to challenge evidence in the court and the right to have them fully examined is waived in the case of the latter.

As an additional safeguard that must be present in the simplified examination of evidence, as well as in accelerated proceedings and penal order which will be discussed in the following paragraphs, is the requirement of “undisputable circumstances of the committed crime”\(^{27}\). Usually, this requirement
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is not present in plea bargaining. Arguably, this criterion is not defined or at least not defined enough, since the term “undisputable circumstances” is a value-based and subjective concept, rather than an objective requirement. Usually this criterion refers to undisputable and evident crime scene, timing, modus operandi, and also cases where there are no doubts about who committed the crime, etc. However, in cases where clarification of the circumstances of the offense is necessary, the court will always proceed in a traditional way. Arguably, only cursory review of charges and evidence in cases with undisputable circumstances, wherein defendants confess and express their wish not to challenge the evidence in public trial, is perceived as satisfactory according to the Lithuanian criminal legal system.

However, those are not the only features that prompt an examination of similarities between simplified examination of evidence in the Lithuanian criminal justice system and the concept of plea bargaining. The regulation regarding the severity and size of punishment is an element that mostly mirrors the similarity between this legal procedure and plea bargaining.

The Lithuanian criminal justice system, as any other system with plea bargaining, allows the state to make legal (well-grounded or otherwise) sentence discounts for defendants who agree to have simplified examination of evidence in the court. Hence, the court’s judgement must comply with the regulations foreseen by Article 64 of the Criminal Code of the Republic of Lithuania (hereinafter referred to as the CC).

Article 64 of the CC is applicable to all three alternatives to traditional criminal procedure in Lithuanian criminal justice system, i.e. the simplified examination of evidence as well as accelerated proceedings and the procedure of penal order, both of which will be discussed in the following paragraphs. Article 64 has been included in the CC in 2013. It is one of the brand new legal tools that directly encourages defendants to avoid the full criminal trial in exchange for a reduced sentence. According to the law, the punishment is reduced by one third and this rule is applicable only when the defendant acknowledges his guilt. The judge is also the main subject who imposes the punishment.

In the case of plea bargaining, there are various possibilities regarding sentence and charge discounts. The magnitude of sentence and charge discounts depends on the legislator and legal culture. Prosecutors can be permitted to make very minor discounts or have almost complete discretion in eliminating charges, including serious ones, as well as reducing sentences.

Article 64 of the CC contains the same idea with an implied possibility to reduce the punishment. Moreover, similarly to the concept of plea bargaining, which is inextricably related to the perception of entering a guilty plea or at least confessing, the defendant’s acknowledgement of his guilt is the core condition to reduce the sentence in all three procedural options. Hence, according to this legal provision, confession is the main justification to reduce the punishment - in contrast to reduction of punishment on the grounds of mitigating circumstances, which would be the case in regular trial proceedings. For example, some states perceive a guilty plea as a necessary condition for plea bargaining (e.g. United States of America, Australia), whereas other jurisdictions are not even familiar with the concept of entering a guilty plea and rely on confession only (e.g. Germany, France). Despite that,
plea bargaining proceedings end with a real conviction of the offender followed by a real criminal sentence, even if this sanction is milder compared to the one which would normally be imposed after a full trial. The departure from fair punishment in all these alternatives is justified because it enables prosecutors and other state officials to deploy their limited resources in ways that would expand the deserved punishment. Already before this norm, as a rule, more lenient punishment used to be imposed by penal order in comparison to the one that would be imposed at the end of a traditional criminal procedure. Ažubalytė (2014) also suggests that the purpose of these alternatives is not merely efficiency, but also the individualization of criminal responsibility for the criminal. Arguably, integration of this norm suggests that abbreviated alternatives to traditional criminal procedure are strongly encouraged by legislation.

Despite the aforementioned common resemblances, the procedure of simplified examination of evidence differs from the core mechanism of plea bargaining. In cases where simplified examination of evidence is applicable, both stages of traditional criminal procedure are preserved, i.e. a pre-trial investigation is concluded with the Bill of Indictment and the case is referred to the judge – as in regular proceedings. This produces the exterior of traditional trial proceedings and does not garner as much attention in the public as the concept of plea bargaining would.

Other than avoiding the full examination of evidence in the court, the trial stage proceeds in a regular way and preserves all the characteristics of a traditional non-adversarial criminal procedure.

### 2.2. Accelerated proceedings

Accelerated criminal proceedings are foreseen in Articles 426-432 of the CCP. The procedure of accelerated proceedings is admissible in cases when the offence concerns mainly minor and less serious crimes, not serious or grave crimes.

This expeditious procedural option grants broad discretionary rights for the prosecutor to determine whether it is legitimate to choose accelerated proceedings in a given criminal case. First of all, the defendant’s consent is not necessary to proceed with this alternative. This alienates the procedure of accelerated proceedings from plea bargaining which is based on the idea of collaboration between the prosecutor and the defendant. The procedure of plea bargaining can by no means be commenced without the defendant expressing consent to start negotiations. Secondly, if the gravity of the crime complies with the law, the prosecutor is limited only by the requirement of “undisputable circumstances of criminal offense” that must be met in accelerated proceedings and that has already been discussed in the previous paragraph.

It is worth emphasizing that – differently from the plea bargaining mechanism – in cases of accelerated proceedings the law does not explicitly require a confession from the defendant. Moreover, according to the Recommendations regarding the completion of criminal procedure by accelerated proceedings issued by the Prosecutor General’s Office of Republic of Lithuania, denial of guilt or...
partial acceptance of guilt does not mean by default that the circumstances of a criminal case are disputable. However, it is difficult to imagine accelerated proceedings with the defendant strictly denying his guilt. Hence, confession should be perceived as a necessary condition in order to accelerate criminal procedure.

As it is foreseen in Article 426 of the CCP, when accelerated proceedings are an option, the prosecutor is granted a period of maximum 14 days from the beginning of the pre-trial investigation to refer the case to the court and submit a statement regarding accelerated proceedings. No indictment is necessary in this procedure. The statement to initiate accelerated proceedings with the obtained evidence (if any has been obtained) is considered to be equivalent to regular indictment. In this case, the court holds a hearing not later than within the term of 14 days. It is mandatory that the defendant is assisted by a defence lawyer during this hearing. In accelerated proceedings, court proceedings take place regularly except for the fact that all charges are presented in the form of a statement and not in the form of the Bill of Indictment. This also means that punishment is imposed by the judge as in the traditional court proceedings.

Bearing in mind these points, it is obvious that accelerated proceedings, same as plea bargaining, contribute greatly to the promptness of criminal procedure. Even though, contrary to plea bargaining, both stages of criminal procedure are preserved and the judge plays the main role in the adjudication procedure, the pre-trial investigation stage in the accelerated proceedings departs heavily from its main goal to gather all necessary incriminating and exculpatory evidence. According to the provisions foreseen in Article 426, the prosecutor can submit a statement to the court on the same day as he launches a criminal investigation. It might create situations where the prosecutor miscalculates and hurries up to convict a defendant in this particular manner. As in many models of plea bargaining, the law here also provides some safeguards and allows the judge to decline the prosecutor’s request to proceed with the option of accelerated proceedings, however, if the presentation of the criminal matter is right and convincing, the judge will most probably initiate the accelerated proceedings.

As opposed to plea bargaining, the procedure of accelerated proceedings and its initiation depends mainly on the prosecutor, and the law does not provide for or require negotiation between the prosecutor and the defense regarding either the charge or the sentence. In accelerated proceedings, same as in cases where simplified examination of evidence is applicable, the court’s judgement must comply with the requirements foreseen in Article 64 of the CC. The punishment is reduced by one third if the defendant acknowledges his guilt. This means that in cases where the defendant does not admit his guilt but the prosecutor still submits the statement disregarding this fact (because he believes he is complying with the standard of “undisputable circumstances”), accelerated proceedings would benefit the state only, and not the defendant.

As far as waivers of rights are concerned, it would be hard to argue that the defendant waives any of them, since, as it has been discussed recently, the law does not require the consent of the defendant. Unfortunately, in comparison to the plea bargaining procedure, in accelerated proceedings the defendant finds himself in an even more unfavorable situation, mainly because he is deprived of the right to choose or decline this procedural option. Hence, this procedural option lacks flexibility and should be perceived more as a variation of official criminal procedure rather than a contract similar to plea bargaining.
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2.3. Penal order

Similarly to the options discussed above, the procedure of penal order is a special type of fast-tracked case-ending procedure. The procedure of penal order is based on a kind of agreement between the parties and is foreseen in Articles 418-425 of the CCP\(^{45}\). There is no doubt that the procedure of penal order perfectly serves the purpose of efficiency and is perceived as a potential equivalent to the traditional criminal procedure. Similarly to plea bargaining, penal order is aimed at minimizing the extreme overload that legal institutions are experiencing\(^{46}\).

The main outstanding similarity with the plea bargaining procedure is avoidance of a public trial. Because of this feature, plea bargaining cannot be simply reconciled with the inquisitorial (non-adversarial) version of truth-seeking that prevails in continental Europe, including Lithuania. Hence, it raises the question of where the procedure of Lithuanian penal order stands with respect to the concept of plea bargaining and how does it comply with non-adversarial values.

As Jurgaitis (2008) notes, the procedure of penal order is based on the notion that the goals of criminal procedure can be achieved without traditional trial proceedings\(^{47}\). The Court likewise ascertained and upheld its view that relationships between a criminal and the state can be regulated by a model where justice is implemented by a single judge who rules in accordance with a procedural document presented by a prosecutor\(^{48}\).

In a penal order procedure, instead of filing an indictment, the prosecutor has the power to request and order the imposition of a sentence from the judge. To do so, the defendant’s acceptance of guilt is necessary as well as compliance with the standard of “undisputable circumstances of a criminal case”\(^{49}\). The prosecutor’s request is filed together with the pre-trial investigation material. Based on this request, the judge issues a penal order individually without conducting a public trial\(^{50}\). Once again, the judge’s ruling (that is, a penal order and not a judgement) must comply with the requirements foreseen in Article 64\(^{1}\) of the CC\(^{51}\).

The Lithuanian criminal justice system, despite supporting the abbreviated alternatives, strongly safeguards the defendant’s right to a public trial\(^{52}\). Hence, whilst cooperating with the prosecutor on the matter of penal order, the defendant waives his right to a public trial, same as the defendant who accepts a plea bargain deal\(^{53}\). In a penal order the waiver of appeal is preserved. After the penal order is issued, the defendant can still appeal the decision, i.e. the defendant has a right to disagree with the penal order. In any case in which the penal order is rejected by either the judge or the accused, the procedure of trial continues on as if no penal order has ever been issued. If there is no appeal, the penal order becomes valid and it replaces any further proceedings; the offender is immediately punished.

---
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with the agreed sentence. Thus a full trial is avoided, coming very close to a guilty plea. Arguably, the state gives leverage to the efficiency of the criminal justice system instead of guarantees of a fair outcome. However, being aware of that that, legislature has embedded several more safeguards to generate outcome which would be as fair as possible.

As Article 418 of the CCP foresees, penal order can be applicable when the defendant is charged with a crime for which any kind of punishment has been provided by the law, except for the cases when the only possible punishment is imprisonment for a fixed term or life imprisonment. This procedure can be applied only if the defendant has already paid for the reparation of damages his actions had caused or eliminated them or has committed to do so.

Similarly to plea bargaining, penal order requires the defendant’s consent to proceed with this alternative procedure. Plea bargaining is often understood as a contract and plea bargaining settlement has all the features of a civil contract – offer, acceptance, consideration, and mutual intent to be bound by this agreement. In penal order, the mutual agreement with the prosecutor is also the only way this procedure can be applied in the Lithuanian criminal justice system. In case the defendant declines the prosecutor’s offer to proceed this way, the traditional criminal procedure takes place.

The law also foresees that the prosecutor’s decisions to submit a statement regarding the penal order can be appealed by the victim. If the pre-trial judge satisfies the victim’s appeal, a case must be tried before the court of law in a “regular” way. Arguably, the victim’s consent should be perceived as one of the indirect safeguards that must be in place in order to proceed with the penal order. Some models of plea bargaining include similar safeguards. For example, according to Russian Criminal Procedure Code, if the victim makes an objection, abbreviated procedure will not take place.

All the features examined above reflect similarities between penal order and plea bargaining. However, there is one more equally important analogy between these two legal tools. As Article 419 of the CCP foresees, in case of penal order, the opinion of the defendant regarding the punishment must be indicated in the statement that is referred to the judge. In other words, the prosecutor must specify the type and the size of the sentence and to clarify the defendant’s opinion on this issue. Moreover, the Recommendations regarding the completion of criminal procedure with a penal order encourages the defendant to indicate which conditions of the penal order he agrees with and which he refuses to agree with. In plea bargaining, as well as in penal order procedures, the hierarchic interrelation in criminal law between the dominant state and the offenders is replaced by a co-relation between more equal parties. Where penal order is applicable, the state is in discussion with the defendant to find a solution to the problem rather than simply expose him to sanctions. Even though both plea bargaining and penal order are subject to court approval, usually the judge goes along with the proposed sentence and simply checks if all other procedural safeguards are in place. Hence, in both plea bargaining and penal
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order procedures, the traditional stages of criminal procedure are affected significantly. In the pre-trial stage, the goal of investigation is having the defendant entering a guilty plea or confessing. The second stage, i.e. trial proceedings do not play nearly any role where these forms of negotiated justice occur.

To sum up, the requirement of the defendant’s agreement with the proposed punishment spectacularly mirrors the values of plea bargaining since it makes penal order more similar to the contract of plea bargaining rather than to an official indictment, where only the position of the prosecutor is reflected.

It goes without saying that this approach creates a domain or at least a gap for negotiations and informal agreements between the prosecutor and the defendant. As can be seen, the defendant is given a more active and more dominant role in the penal order procedure than in any other proceedings. Seemingly, both parties are allowed and even encouraged to discuss the conditions of penal order. As Rauxloh (2011) argues, the penal order is a welcoming starting point for informal negotiations. The defense lawyer and prosecutor might agree that the prosecution will not bring further charges and request only for a penal order, if the accused is willing to accept the punishment suggested by the order. It is worth mentioning that the penal order procedure brings the same concerns as plea bargaining, since the prosecutor has all the necessary tools to coerce the defendant to go along with the penal order procedure.

Despite mutuality and negotiation regarding the punishment in the penal order procedure, the principle of compulsory prosecution seems to stay intact. Charges cannot be the topic of agreement; however, this option is not unthinkable. The prosecutor who is interested in completing the criminal case as fast as possible might show extreme benevolence towards the penal order procedure; he may fine-tune the charges if the accused is willing to accept the punishment suggested by the order.

It is interesting to note that whilst discussing plea bargaining derivatives in Europe, different scholars often have a precise focus on the German legal system, where the procedure of penal order is being discussed in terms of allowing informal negotiation in the German criminal process. Additionally, the French penal procedure (appearance before a court after prior admission of guilt) has also been discussed as parallel to plea bargaining. On the other hand, penal order in the Lithuanian criminal procedure has never been directly discussed, as if were an introduction of the guilty plea or plea bargaining into the Lithuanian system. Nevertheless, the analysis of penal order reveals a number of characteristics that resemble the core features of the plea bargaining mechanism, mainly the avoidance of a public hearing and agreed punishment.

Conclusions

1. Despite the fact that Lithuanian criminal justice system has never adopted the pure mechanism of plea bargaining, the analysis in this Article shows that the features of plea bargaining can still be traced in several simplified and abbreviated procedural alternatives to traditional criminal procedure. The examination of procedural options such as the simplified examination of evidence in the court, the accelerated proceedings and the penal order reveals that the procedure of penal order is mostly aligned with the values of plea bargaining. In case of simplified examination of evidence and accelerated proceedings, both stages of criminal procedure are preserved, however, they carry many peculiarities and restrictions that challenge the material truth-finding doctrine - similarly as in plea bargaining case.

---
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2. Lithuanian penal order is the procedure which strongly mirrors the features of plea bargaining and has similar operating mechanism. In cases where the procedure of penal order occurs, no public hearing is held and adjudication process strongly depends on the agreement reached between the defendant and the prosecutor in the form of penal order. Both plea bargaining and the use of the penal order have a common objective, i.e. the interest of convenience to both the accused and the court system, expeditious disposal of cases, which might lead to an informal determination of guilt. While final acceptance of both the plea bargain and the penal order rests with a judge, in both procedural options the prosecutor decides which cases he wishes to try before the court and in which cases it is more purposeful to bargain or to issue a penal order. Additionally, the prosecutor plays a major role in the determination of the sentence. Moreover, in both situations, the prosecutors ask the defendants to waive some of their defense rights and to consent to the punishment prescribed by the prosecution. The similarities between the penal order and plea bargaining examined in this Article in particular could be a great starting point for further discussions whether Lithuania is indeed a country without plea bargaining.
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SUSITARIMO DĖL KALTĖS INSTITUTO UŽUOMINŲ PAIEŠKA LIETUVOS BAUDŽIAMOJOJE JUSTICIJOJE

Simona Garbatavičiūtė

Santrauka


Nepaisant to, kad Lietuvos baudžiamosios justicijos sistema nėra nustačiusi susitarimo dėl kaltės instituto, šio instituto užuominų yra matoma visose trijose ką tik paminėtose alternatyvose. Vienas iš pagrindinių bendrų šių supaprastintų baudžiamojo proceso formų ir susitarimo dėl kaltės instituto bruožų yra teisinis reguliavimas dėl bausmės sunkumo ir dydžio. Lietuvos Respublikos baudžiamojo kodekso 64\(^1\) straipsnio nuostatos yra taikomos visais supaprastinto baudžiamojo proceso atvejais. Nuostatos tiesiogiai skatina kaltinamusis atsisakyti tradicinio baudžiamojo proceso mainais į švelnus – bausmę. Taip pat, taikant bet kurią iš aptariamų supaprastinto baudžiamojo proceso formų, pavojus yra sukeliamas reikalavimui dėl materialiosios tiesos teisme nustatymo įgyvendinti, lygiai taip pat kaip ir susitarimo dėl kaltės atveju.

Baudžiamajame procese, kuriame yra taikomas baudžiamojo įsakymo institutas, išvengiamos viešo teismo posėdžio ir nuteisimą daugiausia priklauso nuo kaltinamojo ir prokuroro susitarimo, kuris įtvirtinamas baudžiamuojų įsakymu. Apibendrinant galima teigti, kad teisinės vertybės, puoselėjamos Lietuvos baudžiamojo įsakymo instituto, yra labai artimos susitarimo dėl kaltės instituto vertybėms.
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